Introduction
Elliptic Dunkl operators for Weyl groups were introduced in [BFV] . Another version of such operators was considered by Cherednik [Ch1] , who used them to prove the quantum integrability of the elliptic Calogero-Moser systems. The goal of the present paper is to define elliptic Dunkl operators for any finite group W acting on a (compact) complex torus 1 X. We attach such a set of operators to any topologically trivial holomorphic line bundle L on X with trivial stabilizer in W , and any flat holomorphic connection ∇ on this bundle. In the case when W is the Weyl group of a root system, and X is the space of homomorphisms from the root lattice to the elliptic curve, our operators coincide with those of [BFV] . We prove that the elliptic Dunkl operators commute, and show that the monodromy of the holonomic system of differential equations defined by them gives rise to a family of |W |-dimensional representations of the Hecke algebra H τ (X, W ) of the orbifold X/W , defined in [E] ; conjecturally, this gives generic irreducible representations of this algebra. In the case of Weyl groups, the algebra H τ (X, W ) is the double affine Hecke algebra (DAHA) of Cherednik [Ch2] , while in the case W = S n ⋉ (Z/ℓZ) n , ℓ = 2, 3, 4, 6, it is the generalized DAHA introduced in [EGO] , and we reproduce known families of representations of these algebras. We also explain how to use the elliptic Dunkl operators to construct representations from category O over the elliptic Cherednik algebra, i.e. the Cherednik algebra of the orbifold X/G defined in [E] .
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Preliminaries
2.1. Finite group actions on complex tori. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space. A nontrivial element g ∈ GL(V ) is called a reflection if it is semisimple and fixes a hyperplane in V pointwise.
Let W be a finite subgroup of GL(V ), and Γ ⊂ V is a lattice which is preserved by W . Then we get a W -action on the complex torus X = V /Γ. For any reflection g ∈ W , let X g be the set of x ∈ X s.t. gx = x. A reflection hypertorus is any connected component of X g which has codimension 1. Let X reg be the complement of reflection hypertori in X.
Let H be a reflection hypertorus. Let W H ⊂ W be the stabilizer of a generic point in H. Then W H is a cyclic group with order n H . The generator g H is the 1 We note that although we work with a general finite group W , the theory essentially reduces to the case when W is a crystallographic reflection group ( [GM] ,5.1), because W can be replaced by its subgroup generated by reflections. element in W H with determinant exp(2πi/n H ). Let S denote the set of pairs (H, j), where H is a reflection hypertorus and j = 1, . . . , n H − 1.
Under the g H -action, we have a decomposition:
where V gH is the codimension 1 subspace of V with a trivial action of g H , and
⊥ , which is a g H -invariant 1-dimensional space. We also have a similar decomposition on the dual space:
Holomorphic line bundles on complex tori. Let us recall the theory of holomorphic line bundles on complex tori (see [Mu] or [La] for more details).
Let X = V /Γ be a complex torus. Any holomorphic line bundle L on X is a quotient of V × C by the Γ action:
where χ(γ, ·) : V → C * is a holomorphic function s.t.
Denote by L(χ) the line bundle corresponding to χ. Let V ∨ = HomC(V, C) be the vector space of C-antilinear forms on V . We have a nondegenerate R-bilinear form
It is easy to see that Γ ∨ is a lattice in V ∨ and we have the dual torus
, where χ α (γ, z) = exp(2πiω(α, γ)). This is a topologically trivial line bundle on X.
Proposition 2.1. The map α → L α is an isomorphism of groups
Now suppose that a finite group W acts faithfully on V and preserves a lattice Γ. By using the bilinear form ω, we can define the dual W -action on V ∨ which preserves the dual lattice Γ ∨ . So we have an action of W on the complex torus X and its dual X ∨ . We define a W -action on Pic 0 (X) by:
2.3. The Poincaré residue. Suppose α is a meromorphic 1-form on an n-dimensional complex manifold X with a simple pole on a smooth hypersurface Z ⊂ X and no other singularities. Near any point of Z, we can choose local coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ) on X s.t. Z is locally defined by the equation z 1 = 0. Then α can be locally expressed as
where β i 's are holomorphic. Then β 1 | Z is a holomorphic function on Z, and it does not depend on the choice of the coordinates. We define the Poincaré residue of α at Z to be Res Z (α) = β 1 | Z .
More generally, let E be a holomorphic vector bundle on X, and s be a meromorphic section of E ⊗ T * X which has a simple pole on a smooth hypersurface Z ⊂ X and no other singularities. Similarly to the above, we define the Poincaré residue of s to be an element in Γ(Z, E| Z ) denoted by Res Z (s).
3. Construction of elliptic dunkl operators
The line bundle (L w α ) * ⊗ L α is topologically trivial, and it is holomorphically trivial if and only if α is a fixed point of w. Since W acts faithfully on V , we can always find a point α ∈ X ∨ which is not fixed by any w ∈ W , i.e., there exists a topologically trivial line bundle L := L α such that (L w ) * ⊗ L is nontrivial for any w ∈ W . From now on, we fix such a line bundle.
Let H ⊂ X be a reflection hypertorus. We have the following lemma.
* ⊗ L has a global meromorphic section s which has a simple pole on H and no other singularities. Such s is unique up to a scalar.
Proof. LetH = {x ∈ X|x + H = H}. ThenH is a complex torus.
It is sufficient to assume in the proof that H =H.
We have a short exact sequence of complex tori:
It induces a short exact sequence for the dual tori:
which can be written using the isomorphism of Prop 2.1
It is well known that L ′ has a unique meromorphic section, up to a scalar, which has simple pole at 0. Then
* ⊗ L on X. Now we prove the uniqueness of s up to a scalar. The section s can be viewed as a global holomorphic section of the line bundle
and s is unique up to a scalar. Now choose a nonzero element α ∈ V * H and consider s ⊗ α, where s is the global meromorphic section in Lemma 3.1. Then s ⊗ α is a global section of the bundle (L
Its only singularity is a simple pole at H, and it is defined by this condition uniquely up to scaling.
Next, observe that since X is a torus, the bundle T * X is canonically trivial, and we can canonically identify the fibers of T * X with V * . Thus we may consider the Poincaré residue Res
Then by fixing this constant, we can fix s ⊗ α uniquely, i.e., we have the following lemma:
H , such that it has a simple pole on H, no other singularities, and has residue 1 on H.
3.2. Elliptic Dunkl operators. For any g ∈ W , we have a W -action on S: g(H, j) = (gH, j). Let C be a W -invariant function on S. Choose a holomorphic flat connection ∇ on L. We have the following definition:
Definition 3.1 (Elliptic Dunkl operators). For any v ∈ V , we define the elliptic Dunkl operator corresponding to v to be the following operator acting on the local meromorphic sections of L:
where ∇ v is the covariant derivative along v corresponding to the connection ∇, and , is the natural pairing between V and V * . For simplicity, we will use the same notation ∇ for the connection on each bundle L w obtained from the connection ∇ on L by the action of w ∈ W . Then we have the following result on the equivariance of the elliptic Dunkl operators under the action of W .
The commutativity theorem
4.1. The elliptic Cherednik algebra. Let c(H, j) = 1 2 (e −2πij/nH − 1)C(H, j), and set c(H, 0) = 0. Recall from [E] that the sheaf of algebras H 1,c,0,X,W on X/W is defined as follows. LetŪ be a small open set in X/W , and U be its preimage in X. Then the algebra H 1,c,0,X,W (U ) = H 1,c,0 (U, W ) is generated by the algebra of holomorphic functions O(U ), the group W , and Dunkl-Opdam operators
where φ = (φ H ) is a collection of 1-forms on U which locally near H have the form φ H = d log ℓ H + φ ′ H , ℓ H being a nonzero holomorphic function with a simple zero along H, and φ ′ H is holomorphic. For brevity we will denote this sheaf by H c,X,W . It is called the Cherednik algebra of the orbifold X/W attached to the parameter c, or the elliptic Cherednik algebra.
The sheaf H c,X,W sits inside W ⋉ D Xreg , where D Xreg is the sheaf of differential operators on X with poles on the reflection hypertori. Thus the sheaf H c,X,W has a filtration by order of differential operators. It is known [E] that we have
4.2. The commutativity theorem. One of the main theorems of this paper is the following result. 
where
To show that ϕ 1 = 0, it suffices to show that
But this is obvious, given that F H , v depends only on the projection of v to V H , which is 1-dimensional, and
The rest of the proof of the theorem is based on the following key lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The sections ϕ g are holomorphic.
The lemma clearly implies the theorem, since the bundle (L g ) * ⊗ L is a topologically, but not holomorphically, trivial bundle, and hence every holomorphic section of this bundle is zero.
Proof. (of Lemma 4.1) The lemma is proved by local analysis, i.e., essentially, by reduction to the case of usual (rational) Dunkl-Opdam operators, [DO] . Namely, it is sufficient to show that ϕ g are regular when restricted to a small W -invariant neighborhood X b of W b, where b ∈ X is an arbitrary point. Let The remainder of the proof is based on the theory of Cherednik algebras for orbifolds. Namely, it is clear from the definition of the elliptic Dunkl operators that they belong to the algebra H c,X,W (X b ). Since F 0 H c,X,W = W ⋉ O X , this implies that the sections ϕ g , upon trivialization, become holomorphic functions on X b . This proves the lemma.
Representations of elliptic Cherednik algebras arising from elliptic Dunkl operators
In this section we will use elliptic Dunkl operators to construct representations of the sheaf of elliptic Cherednik algebras H c,X,W on the sheaf F := ⊕ w∈W L * w . Let us write the elliptic Dunkl operator in the form
, where Adw stands for the adjoint action of w;
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Proposition 3.1, Statements (ii),(iii) follow from the commutativity of the elliptic Dunkl operators, using (i). Statement (iv), using (iii), reduces to the identity
Every summand in this sum is a skew symmetric bilinear form in u, v which factors through Im(1−g). But if F L C,g is nonzero, then g is a reflection, and hence Im(1−g) is a 1-dimensional space. This means that every summand in this sum is zero, and the identity follows. Now we will define the representation of the elliptic Cherednik algebra. We start by defining an action ρ = ρ L,∇ of the sheaf W ⋉ D Xreg , on (local) sections of F (with poles on reflection hypertori).
For a section β of (L * ) w we define:
and finally, for v ∈ V ,
Proposition 5.1. These formulas define a representation of W ⋉ D Xreg on F | Xreg .
Proof. The only relations whose compatibility with ρ needs to be checked are [∂ v , ∂ u ] = 0. This compatibility follows from statements (ii),(iv) of Lemma 5.1.
Proof. We need to show that for any section D of H c,X,W , ρ(D) preserves holomorphic sections of F . Clearly, it is sufficient to check this for D = D v,φ , a Dunkl-Opdam operator. Obviously, we have
It is easy to see that each operator in parentheses preserves holomorphic sections, so the result follows.
Note that the representation ρ of H c,X,W belongs to category O, which is the category of representations of H c,X,W on coherent sheaves on X.
6. Monodromy representation of orbifold Hecke algebras 6.1. Orbifold fundamental group and Hecke algebra. The quotient X/W is a complex orbifold. Thus for any x ∈ X with trivial stabilizer, we can define the orbifold fundamental group π orb 1 (X/W, x). It is the group consisting of the homotopy classes of paths on X connecting x and gx for g ∈ W , with multiplication defined by the rule: γ 1 • γ 2 is γ 2 followed by gγ 1 , where g is such that gx is the endpoint of γ 2 . It is clear that the orbifold fundamental group of X/W is naturally isomorphic to the semidirect product W ⋉ Γ.
The braid group of X/W is the orbifold fundamental group π orb 1 (X reg /W, x). It can also be defined as π 1 (X ′ /W, x), where X ′ is the set of all points of X with trivial stabilizer.
Now let H be a reflection hypertorus. Let C H be the conjugacy class in the braid group π orb 1 (X reg /W, x) corresponding to a small circle going counterclockwise around the image of H in X/W . Then we have the following result (see e.g. [BMR] ):
Proposition 6.1. The group π orb 1 (X/W, x) = W ⋉ Γ is a quotient of the braid group π orb 1 (X reg /W, x) by the relations T nH = 1 for all T ∈ C H . Now for any conjugacy class of H, we introduce complex parameters τ H,1 , ..., τ H,nH . The entire collection of these parameters will be denoted by τ .
The Hecke algebra of (X, W ), denoted H τ (X, W, x), is the quotient of the group algebra of the braid group, C[π orb 1 (X reg /W, x)], by the relations
This algebra is independent on the choice of x, so we will drop x form the notation.
Remark 6.1. It is known from [E] that if τ is a formal, rather than complex, parameter, then the algebra H τ (X, W ) is a flat deformation of the group algebra C[W ⋉ Γ].
Example 6.1. If W is a Weyl group, V its reflection representation, and Γ = Q ∨ ⊕ ηQ ∨ , where Q ∨ is the dual root lattice of W , and η ∈ C + , then H τ (X, W ) is the double affine Hecke algebra (DAHA) of Cherednik, [Ch2] (in the type BC case one gets Sahi's 6-parameter version of the double affine Hecke algebra, [Sa] ).
n , where ℓ = 2, 3, 4, 6, V = C n , and Γ = Λ n , where Λ ⊂ C is a lattice invariant under Z/ℓZ (any lattice for ℓ = 2, triangular for ℓ = 3, 6, square for ℓ = 4). Then H τ (X, W ) is the generalized double affine Hecke algebra of higher rank of type D4, E6, E7, E8, respectively, defined in [EGO] . We note that in the case ℓ = 2, this reproduces the BC case from Example 6.1 (Sahi's algebra), and for n = 1 these Hecke algebras were studied earlier in [EOR] , in relation to quantization of del Pezzo surfaces.
6.2. The monodromy representation. The representation ρ defines a structure of a W -equivariant holonomic O-coherent D-module (i.e., a W -equivariant local system) on the restriction of the vector bundle ⊕ w∈W (L * ) w to X reg . This local system yields a monodromy representation π L,∇ of the braid group π orb 1 (X reg /W, x) (of dimension |W |). Since by Corollary 5.1, this local system is obtained by localization to X reg of an O X -coherent H c,X,W -module, by Proposition 3.4 of [E] , the representation π ρ factors through the Hecke algebra H τ (X, W ), where τ is given by the formula
Thus, for any collection of parameters τ H,j with j τ H,j = 0 for all H, we have constructed a family of |W |-dimensional representations π L,∇ of the Hecke algebra H τ (X, W ), parametrized by pairs (L, ∇); this family has 2 dim V parameters.
Here is another version of the definition of the representation π L,∇ of H τ (X, W ), which refers directly to elliptic Dunkl operators and does not mention elliptic Cherednik algebras. Consider the system of differential-reflection equations
Let E be the sheaf of solutions of this equation on X ′ /W (sections of this sheaf overŪ = U/W are, by definition, solutions of this system on U ). Then E is a local system of rank |W |, so it has a monodromy representation ξ L,∇ . It is easy to see that π L,∇ = ξ * L,∇ .
Remark 6.2. We could generalize the above construction by replacing equations (1) by the eigenvalue equations D L,∇ v,C ψ = λ(v)ψ, v ∈ V, where λ ∈ V * , but this does not really give anything new since it is equivalent to changing the connection ∇.
Example 6.3. If W is a Weyl group (Example 6.1), then the relation j τ H,j = 0 corresponds to the "classical" case of double affine Hecke algebras (q = 1), in which case the DAHA is finitely generated over its center, and generically over the spectrum of the center is an Azumaya algebra of rank |W |, and the above construction yields generic irreducible representations of this algebra. In this case, such representations can also be constructed by using classical analogs of difference .
If W = S n ⋉ (Z/ℓZ) n (Example 6.2), then we get (an open part of) the 2n-parameter family of |W |-dimensional representations of generalized DAHA which was constructed in [EGO] by another method.
In other cases of crystallographic reflection groups, however, the constructed family of representations appears to be new. 
